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Abstract and Introduction 

 
In his farewell address, George Washington argued that U.S. international trade agreements 

should be “the best that present circumstances and mutual opinion will permit, but temporary, and 
liable to be from time to time abandoned or varied, as experience and circumstances shall dictate.”1 
Trade policy should, in other words, change to take account of contemporary circumstances and 
values. Yet since the end of the Cold War, U.S. trade policymakers have used a cut-and-paste 
system, with U.S. trade agreements varying only slightly from one agreement to the next.2 As a 
consequence, current U.S. trade law is a poor fit for contemporary concerns about economic 
inequality, labor, and the environment. The United States needs a fundamentally new way to 
implement and enforce global trading rules that takes these concerns into account. This paper 
therefore proposes three reforms to the way the United States enforces trade law. First, U.S. trade 
laws and agreements should contain a “clawback” provision. If the United States determines that 
a trading partner is not complying with labor and environmental rules contained in U.S. trade 
agreements, the United States would be authorized to withdraw market access granted in those 
same trade agreements. Second, the United States should implement a “non-sustainable economy” 
designation. Such a designation would make it easier for the United States to impose additional 
duties (i.e., taxes on imports) that offset the cost advantages companies obtain by producing goods 
in violation of, or in countries that are in violation of, the labor and environmental obligations 
contained in U.S. trade agreements. Third, the United States should amend U.S. trade laws to only 
permit the imposition of such duties when they promote the public interest. Current U.S. 
enforcement practices benefit a narrow subset of U.S. companies and are prone to abuse. A public 
interest criterion would address these deficiencies by requiring the government to consider the 
effect of additional duties on labor markets, downstream industries, marginalized regions and 
communities, the environment, and economic growth more generally.   
 

Enforcing Trade Agreements in the Public Interest 
 
In recent decades, a wide range of commentators have urged that trade policy be treated as a silo. 
Trade policy should deal primarily, if not exclusively, with commercial considerations. Other 
issues, such as concerns about labor conditions or economic inequality, should be dealt with as a 
matter of domestic policy, even when trade policy affects those domestic issues.3 
 
                                                      
1 Washington, George. Farewell Address (1796).  
2 Claussen, Kathleen. “Separation of Trade Law Powers.” Yale Journal of International Law, 
vol. 43, no. 2 (2018), pp. 315-54.   
3 For a discussion of this strand of argument, see Meyer, Timothy. “Saving the Political 
Consensus in Favor of Free Trade.” Vanderbilt Law Review, vol. 70, no. 3 (2017), pp. 985-1026. 

mailto:tim.meyer@vanderbilt.edu
https://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/washing.asp
https://cpb-us-w2.wpmucdn.com/campuspress.yale.edu/dist/8/1581/files/2018/06/315_Separation-of-Trade-Law-Powers-1av1yja.pdf
https://cdn.vanderbilt.edu/vu-wp0/wp-content/uploads/sites/278/2017/04/20114618/Saving-the-Political-Consensus-in-Favor-of-Free-Trade.pdf
https://cdn.vanderbilt.edu/vu-wp0/wp-content/uploads/sites/278/2017/04/20114618/Saving-the-Political-Consensus-in-Favor-of-Free-Trade.pdf
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This framing lacks any historical or political foundation. U.S. trade law and policy has always 
been linked to broader contemporary concerns and values. During the early 19th century, Congress 
used the revenues generated by tariffs—then the primary source of the federal government’s 
income—to invest in infrastructure programs in the young nation.4 In the later 19th century, the 
Republican Party advocated for higher tariffs as a means of supporting wages for American 
workers.5 Progressives in the early 20th century linked lower tariffs, and the resulting economic 
competition, with their domestic antitrust efforts.6 At the end of World War II, the Allies 
negotiated the Havana Charter, a treaty designed to lay the foundation of international trade 
relations in the latter half of the 20th century.7 In 1948, the Havana Charter already recognized the 
importance of fair labor standards to international trade, going so far as to mandate that each nation 
“take whatever action may be appropriate and feasible to eliminate [unfair labour conditions] 
within its territory.”8 
 
In subsequent years, such concerns receded in the face of the foreign policies pressures the Cold 
War placed on international and U.S. trade policy.9 The end of the Cold War, however, created the 
political space for such concerns to reemerge. The United States began negotiating the lynchpins 
of post-Cold War trade era—the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the 
Marrakech Agreement creating the World Trade Organization (WTO)—during the Reagan and 
Bush 41 administrations. President Bush signed NAFTA in 1992 but was unable to obtain 
Congress’s consent before leaving office. Many in the United States worried that U.S. firms would 
move jobs to Mexico following NAFTA to take advantage of lower production costs arising in 
part from poor labor and environmental practices and policies. Others viewed NAFTA as an 
opportunity to use access to U.S. markets as a carrot to get Mexico to improve its labor and 
environmental practices.  
 
Consequently, when President Clinton took office in 1993, he decided to renegotiate NAFTA to 
include labor and environmental provisions. The resulting provisions—known as the NAFTA 
“side agreements” on Labor and the Environment10—were the first of their kind. In reality, though, 

                                                      
4 For a history of U.S. trade policy, see Irwin, Douglas A. Clashing Over Commerce: A History 
of US Trade Policy (2017).  
5 Huston, James L. “A Political Response to Industrialism: The Republican Embrace of 
Protectionist Labor Doctrines.” Journal of American History, vol. 70, no. 1 (1983), pp. 35-57.  
6 Irwin (n 4), p. 313; Meyer, Timothy and Ganesh Sitaraman. “Trade and the Separation of 
Powers.” California Law Review, vol. 107 (2019) pp. 583-672, p. 596.  
7 The Havana Charter, which would have created an International Trade Organization, ultimately 
could not win approval in the U.S. Congress. As a result, the temporary agreement that it was to 
replace, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, became the primary international trade 
treaty until the creation of the WTO in 1995. For a more detailed history, see Johnson, Donald C. 
The Wealth of  Nation: A History of Trade Politics in America (2018).  
8 Havana Charter art. 17., United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment, Final Act and 
Related Documents (March 24, 1948).  
9 For a more detailed discussion of how the Cold War changed the prism through which the 
United States viewed trade policy, see Meyer and Sitaraman (n 6) pp. 597-611.  
10 North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation, opened for signature Sept. 

https://www.press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/C/bo24475328.html
https://www.press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/C/bo24475328.html
https://watermark.silverchair.com/70-1-35.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAlMwggJPBgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggJAMIICPAIBADCCAjUGCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMLMGNQ3WhuJd-UIGxAgEQgIICBlo880OZzwFeA_K_JvCNP_PgBPJRJK4EtrXwY1PQzG8wRnslaLQsK4ikTB3_PxCMY_ksGlwWe-1UMHJaLqvG5XZysy-EEjtzcecb17yPn9uunmEiHT7zk793fl0l9nR1j9udoh_PhlTVgsuphGt14kYCKNym6tlVs09QM7avz1l3egSKize9tIsEeypbtMRiAzgjiUMSk2WN2AvFXLdZxlTYdrelwmlh1HvuV8bmEzbc68kyfnoMW7ih9X8xCFVyZakCEma0mCxARoere5wpJKHPK7wLZdsHDekcDw-Us7cOFuuPb_PI4371GsM7pECOMWFHQ-SzR8U56b6lc0tj8Lxn6320ubnIG92k37-p6dagKN9Kipc__eI0yWRe1-QdGMRIA2Ks84ioqZxbI-zt4KAkT6t-UtsYBF4Ein6zEuqpbzMnWzUj38mZ3_4xSEDXiPE-Gq0rsVC2SM4SiAaJFY_sMLMAVxg2LwQlqrAaGVSKcuQVolEhRDesHL6Q2n_6k9ussgKf48_lEYzR4uM0dBAqvrNuT1S1ErgwgGSClKTmjSbtuXcRPzKK4lEjU7mCnX6vxWbT8IlSn-MzRuapspcM6IV9XiT6zbINIMnvWtdd8esRuwrEQu5-wRcCllp5Oa_UMRlEVK-cYXvzbbEuiGVKaXUQMbXuaRZeKVr2nhcoKRZ1P8Kn
https://watermark.silverchair.com/70-1-35.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAlMwggJPBgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggJAMIICPAIBADCCAjUGCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMLMGNQ3WhuJd-UIGxAgEQgIICBlo880OZzwFeA_K_JvCNP_PgBPJRJK4EtrXwY1PQzG8wRnslaLQsK4ikTB3_PxCMY_ksGlwWe-1UMHJaLqvG5XZysy-EEjtzcecb17yPn9uunmEiHT7zk793fl0l9nR1j9udoh_PhlTVgsuphGt14kYCKNym6tlVs09QM7avz1l3egSKize9tIsEeypbtMRiAzgjiUMSk2WN2AvFXLdZxlTYdrelwmlh1HvuV8bmEzbc68kyfnoMW7ih9X8xCFVyZakCEma0mCxARoere5wpJKHPK7wLZdsHDekcDw-Us7cOFuuPb_PI4371GsM7pECOMWFHQ-SzR8U56b6lc0tj8Lxn6320ubnIG92k37-p6dagKN9Kipc__eI0yWRe1-QdGMRIA2Ks84ioqZxbI-zt4KAkT6t-UtsYBF4Ein6zEuqpbzMnWzUj38mZ3_4xSEDXiPE-Gq0rsVC2SM4SiAaJFY_sMLMAVxg2LwQlqrAaGVSKcuQVolEhRDesHL6Q2n_6k9ussgKf48_lEYzR4uM0dBAqvrNuT1S1ErgwgGSClKTmjSbtuXcRPzKK4lEjU7mCnX6vxWbT8IlSn-MzRuapspcM6IV9XiT6zbINIMnvWtdd8esRuwrEQu5-wRcCllp5Oa_UMRlEVK-cYXvzbbEuiGVKaXUQMbXuaRZeKVr2nhcoKRZ1P8Kn
http://www.californialawreview.org/print/trade-and-the-separation-of-powers/
http://www.californialawreview.org/print/trade-and-the-separation-of-powers/
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/the-wealth-of-a-nation-9780190865917
https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/havana_e.pdf
http://www.sice.oas.org/trade/nafta/Environ.asp
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they did little to address concerns that trade agreements undermine labor and environmental 
objectives. The side agreements fell short for two reasons. First, the side agreements only required 
governments to enforce their own labor and environmental laws.11 The side agreements did not 
tell governments what those standards had to be. Second, these obligations could not be enforced 
through the ordinary dispute process that applied to the trade obligations in NAFTA.12 The labor 
and environment provisions of these agreements were thus second class citizens. 
 
Over time, the United States has addressed these inadequacies in the labor and environment 
provisions of its trade agreements. In 2007, the United States decided that going forward its trade 
agreements would require U.S. trading partners to live up to international labor and environmental 
standards, like those produced by the International Labour Organization or contained in 
multilateral environmental treaties. The United States also made labor and environmental 
provisions subject to ordinary dispute resolution, including the possibility of trade sanctions for 
violation. In the Trans Pacific Partnership, the Obama Administration went further, negotiating 
specific changes to the domestic laws of several other countries (Vietnam, Malaysia, and Brunei) 
that those countries would be required to make if they wished to be deemed in compliance with 
the labor and environmental provisions. Yet despite these efforts, labor and environment 
provisions of trade agreements are underenforced. To date, the United States has only taken a 
single dispute to a decision—a labor case against Guatemala—and it lost that case.13  
 
This lack of enforcement stems from the second, more important choice the Clinton 
Administration when it renegotiated NAFTA and completed the WTO negotiations: the decision 
to treat unfair labor and environmental practices differently from unfair commercial practices. 
International trade rules make a basic distinction. If a country violates international trade rules, 
another country is not normally allowed to retaliate directly until an international tribunal 
determines that a violation has, in fact, occurred. Indeed, the United States’ decision to give up the 
right to retaliate for violations of ordinary WTO rules without authorization from the WTO itself 
was critical to the success of negotiations.14  
 
Laws targeting unfair trade practices, however, are exempt from this rule. Governments are 
allowed to enforce “fair trade” laws domestically without going first to an international body such 
as the WTO or NAFTA for permission. For instance, if a U.S. industry believes that a foreign 

                                                      
8, 1993, 32 I.L.M. 1480 [hereinafter “NAFTA Environmental Side Agreement”]; North 
American Agreement on Labor Cooperation, Sept. 14, 1993, 32 I.L.M. 1499 [hereinafter 
“NAFTA Labor Side Agreement”]. 
11 NAFTA Environmental Side Agreement, art. 5 (“[E]ach Party shall effectively enforce its 
environmental laws and regulations through appropriate governmental action . . . .”); NAFTA 
Labor Side Agreement, art. 3 (“Each Party shall promote compliance with and effectively 
enforce its labor law . . . .”). 
12 For a more detailed discussion of the NAFTA Side Agreements, see Meyer (n 3).  
13 The United States is in the early stages of a second dispute with Peru involving the 
environmental chapter the United States-Peru Trade Promotion Agreement, and just announced a 
third dispute with Korea under the United States-Korea Free Trade Agreement.  
14 Bown, Chad A. “The 2018 trade war and the end of dispute settlement as we knew it.” Vox 
(June 13, 2019) 

http://www.sice.oas.org/trade/nafta/Labor1.asp
http://www.sice.oas.org/trade/nafta/Labor1.asp
https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/press-releases/2019/january/ustr-requests-first-ever
https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/press-releases/2019/september/ustr-request-first-ever
https://voxeu.org/article/2018-trade-war-and-end-dispute-settlement-we-knew-it
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producer is selling its products in the United States for less than they would normally sell for (a 
practice known as “dumping”) the industry can petition the government to impose an extra tariff 
(known as an “antidumping duty”) to offset the unfair pricing.15 Indeed, U.S. law requires the 
government to impose the extra duty if it determines that the products are indeed being dumped 
into the United States, and that such dumping is causing injury to a U.S. industry—the government 
has no discretion.16 A similar law requires duties to counter subsidies foreign governments provide 
to foreign producers that cause harm to U.S. industries.17  
 
To be sure, the WTO and free trade agreements like NAFTA have rules that govern the application 
of these fair trade laws. If the United States determines that another country is engaged in unfair 
trade practices and the other country believes the United States’ determination does not comply 
with international rules, that other country can challenge the U.S. action. If the United States loses, 
it would be obligated to remove the additional duties. But fair trade  laws reverse the ordinary rule 
in international trade. They preserve an aggrieved nation’s right to act, while normal trade rules 
subject an aggrieved nation’s right to respond to time-consuming multilateral adjudication.   
 
This discrepancy has led to a situation in which companies harmed by trade practices that the law 
deems unfair, such as dumping or foreign subsidies, are entitled to remedies. But groups harmed 
by other kinds of unfair trade practices that the law deems unfair, such as labor and environmental 
standards that fall below international rules, must rely on the government’s discretion. To combat 
this problem, the next U.S. administration should ask Congress to amend U.S. trade laws to permit 
the United States to respond directly and automatically to unfair labor and environmental practices, 
and should negotiate corresponding amendments to international rules. Specifically, the next 
administration should propose three changes to boost the enforcement of labor and environmental 
provisions of trade agreements: 1) the insertion of a “clawback” provision; 2) the creation of a 
“non-sustainable economy” designation; and 3) the creation of a public interest criterion for the 
imposition of trade remedies responding to unfair trade practices.  
 

A. A Clawback Provision 
 
Beginning with NAFTA, U.S. trade agreements have swapped access to markets for, among other 
things, improved compliance by U.S. trading partners with international labor and environmental 
standards. These international standards are already contained in multilateral instruments. The real 
value of including an obligation to comply with these standards in U.S. trade agreements is 
therefore to provide better incentives for U.S. trading partners to actually comply with these 
obligations. Better compliance with these standards can benefit the countries that impose those 
standards, as well as American workers who must compete with products and service providers 

                                                      
15 Jones, Vivian C. “Trade Remedies: Antidumping and Countervailing Duties.” Congressional 
Research Service (Dec. 5, 2014); see also Tariff Act of 1930, 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671-1677n.  
16 The Commerce Department determines whether dumping is occurring, while the independent 
International Trade Commission determines whether the dumping is causing injury to a U.S. 
industry. Tariff Act of 1930, 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671-1677n. 
17 These duties are known as “countervailing duties.” Together, antidumping and countervailing 
duties are often called “trade remedies.” See Jones (n 15).  

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/IF10018.pdf
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/19/1671
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/19/1671
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located in other countries. It can help ensure that U.S. workers do not pay an economic price for 
our collective commitment to hire labor and environmental standards. 
 
The absence of robust enforcement of labor and environmental provisions has rendered this swap 
a fiction. U.S. trading partners gain access to U.S. markets, disrupt U.S. businesses, and cost U.S. 
workers jobs without fear of penalty if they do not comply with international labor and 
environmental rules to which they have agreed. A “clawback” provision applied to labor and 
environmental provisions would solve this problem. It would provide the United States with a 
mechanism to reimpose trade barriers automatically and unilaterally if a country did not bring itself 
into compliance with labor and environmental rules.  
 
A clawback provision in the U.S. Code might provide, for instance, that: 
 

If at any time the International Trade Commission (ITC) determines, either on its own 
initiative or in response to a petition from an interested person, that a party to a trade 
agreement with the United States has not complied with the obligations contained in the 
Labor and Environment Chapters contained in such agreement, the ITC shall recommend 
the suspension of trade concessions adequate to ensure the party’s future compliance. In 
choosing the value of suspended concessions and which concessions to suspend, the ITC 
shall aim to deter ongoing and future violations while minimizing the adverse impact on 
marginalized economic groups and regions within the United States. The ITC’s 
recommendations shall automatically enter into force 90 days after their issuance unless 
one of the following occurs: 1) the ITC determines that the other party has taken significant 
and adequate steps to ensure its future compliance; or 2) Congress passes legislation 
overturning the ITC’s recommendations. Once in force, the suspension of concessions shall 
remain in place until such time as the ITC determines that the offending party has brought 
itself into compliance with the obligations the ITC had determined it was violating.18  

 
This provision does three things. First, it creates a mechanism in U.S. domestic law to 
automatically suspend concessions following an investigation by an independent agency, the ITC. 
Because the ITC is an independent agency, only Congress could overturn the ITC’s decision to 
suspend concessions—an important check on the President’s control over trade policy.  
 
Second, interested domestic parties (e.g., labor unions or environmental NGOs) can trigger the 
investigation by filing a petition. If the ITC finds that the petition meets certain standards 
prescribed by law, the ITC would be required to investigate. If the ITC finds a violation, it would 
be required to impose penalties sufficient to deter the violation. This automaticity—which mirrors 
the automaticity that already exists for commercial fair trade laws (i.e., antidumping and subsidies 
laws)-- represents a significant step forward over the discretion that the government currently has 

                                                      
18 Such a provision would be inserted in the Tariff Act of 1930, 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671-1677n.  A 
related provision would go in future U.S. trade agreements acknowledging the United States’ 
right to clawback trade concessions if a country does not comply with labor and environmental 
obligations. The United States negotiated such a provision in its consistency plans with several 
members of the Trans Pacific Partnership. See United States- Viet Nam Plan for Enhancement of 
Trade and Labour Relations art VIII.   

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/19/1671
https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/TPP-Final-Text-Labour-US-VN-Plan-for-Enhancement-of-Trade-and-Labour-Relations.pdf
https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/TPP-Final-Text-Labour-US-VN-Plan-for-Enhancement-of-Trade-and-Labour-Relations.pdf
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when investigating and bringing labor and environment cases. Unfair and unlawful labor and 
environment practices would be treated in the same way, and with the same seriousness, as unfair 
commercial practices.  
 
Third, it defines the level of suspension as that which will deter ongoing and future violations. 
Under current trade law, it is not clear what kind of sanctions the United States would be able to 
impose if it were to win a labor or environment case. Trade law generally allows the winning party 
to retaliate in response to a violation if the other country does not cease the violation.19 However, 
the level of retaliation is generally limited to the level of harm (called “nullification or 
impairment”) caused by the violation.20 This remedy has two drawbacks. First, it only offsets the 
harm; it does not allow for remedies high enough to deter ongoing or future violations. Second, it 
is hard to measure the impact on the United States of, for instance, labor violations in Guatemala.  
Yet trade law requires a measure of that impact in order to know the amount of trade concessions 
that can be suspended. A clawback provision tied to the amount of retaliation necessary to deter 
future violations avoids these problems, while also signaling the United States’ commitment to 
honoring labor and environmental standards. 
 
 

B. Non-Sustainable Economy Designation 
 

A complementary reform is to adapt antidumping duties to allow them to get more directly at labor 
and environmental violations. As noted above, antidumping duties are imposed to counter imports 
that are priced abnormally low. The methodology through which antidumping duties are calculated 
is already very flexible, leading countries like the United States and the EU to use antidumping 
duties to protect their producers against state-subsidized capitalism in countries like China,21 or 
environmentally-inferior products such as first-generation biofuels created through slash-and-burn 
agricultural policies.22 But antidumping rules were not really designed with these uses in mind. 
The WTO in particular has been aggressive in trying to rein in the expansive use of antidumping 
duties. The United States has responded to these efforts by blocking the appointment of new 
members of the WTO’s highest tribunal, the Appellate Body. As of December 2019, the Appellate 
Body will no longer have enough members to hear cases, effectively curtailing the WTO’s ability 
to operate as neutral arbiter of international trade disputes.23 

                                                      
19 Cimino, Isaacs, Cathleen D., Rachel F. Fefer, and Ian F. Fergusson. “World Trade 
Organization: Overview and Future Direction.” Congressional Research Service (Feb. 15, 2019), 
at p. 11.  
20 WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding art. 22.4.  
21 Crowley, Meredith A. and Jennifer A. Hillman. “Slamming the Door on Trade Policy 
Discretion? The WTO Appellate Body’s Ruling on Market Distortions and Production Costs in 
EU-Biodiesel (Argentina).” World Trade Review, vol 17, no. 2 (2018), pp. 195-213.   
22 Fischer, Carolyn and Timothy Meyer. “Baptists and Bootleggers in the Biodiesel Trade: EU-
Biodiesel (Indonesia).” World Trade Review (forthcoming 2020).   
23 Bown (n 14); Cimino-Isaacs et al (n 19) p. 44. 

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R45417.pdf
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R45417.pdf
https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/dsu_e.htm
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Creating a “non-sustainable” economy designation would break this impasse and, at the same time, 
create a firm legal foundation for the United States to enforce labor and environmental standards. 
U.S. and WTO law allow nations to treat other countries as “non-market economies” (NME).24 
Under U.S. law, a NME is any foreign country that the U.S. Department of Commerce deems not 
to “operate on market principles of cost or pricing structures, so that sales of merchandise in such 
country do not reflect the fair value of the merchandise.”25 In practical terms, this designation 
makes it easier for the United States to respond to market distortions in exporting countries like 
China through the imposition of higher antidumping duties.26  

A “non-sustainable economy” designation would do the same thing for labor and environmental 
violations.27 The designation would apply, for instance, to any country that the Commerce 
Department deems: “to have labor or environmental practices that systematically deviate from the 
standards contained in the Labor and Environment Chapters of U.S. trade agreements.” The focus 
would be on practices on the ground. Thus, while a lack of government enforcement of labor and 
environmental standards could be the basis for a non-sustainable economy designation, purely 
formal or symbolic enforcement efforts would not prevent the designation.  

The creation of this designation would have four benefits. First, it would give countries with poor 
labor and environmental practices an incentive to do more than just go through the motions of 
complying with international standards.28 A non-sustainable economy designation would result in 
duties on its products that would lead to higher prices, thereby reducing its market share in the 

                                                      
24 Morrison, Wayne M. “China’s Status as Nonmarket Economy (NME).” Congressional 
Research Service (Jan. 10, 2019).  
25 Ibid.  
26 More technically, the dumping margin is equal to the “normal value” of a product minus its 
export price. Normal value is usually calculated using the price of the product within the 
exporting country. When the price within the exporting country is higher than the price at which 
it exports the price, the dumping margin is positive. In non-market economies like China, 
however, an individual firm’s costs (and thus the prices at which it sells it goods, i.e., normal 
value) are often low due to extensive government support for business. An NME designation 
allows the Commerce Department to ignore these artificially low prices within the exporting 
country and instead use surrogate prices from a third country that Commerce deems undistorted. 
The result is a higher “normal value,” leading to a higher dumping margin and higher duties. See 
Shaffer, Gregory. “Retooling Trade Agreements for Social Inclusion.” University of Illinois Law 
Review, vol. 2019, no. 1 (2019), pp. 1-44.  
27 An alternative approach would be to institute a full-blown regime designed to counter “social 
dumping.”  
28 Countries with labor and environmental standards that fall below international standards will 
have lower costs of production as a result. Therefore, in an antidumping investigation, “normal 
value” will be a low number that reflects the lower costs from unlawful labor and environment 
standards. A non-sustainable economy designation would allow the United States to substitute 
price and cost data from a country that has sustainable practices, instead of using price data for 
the non-sustainable economy. Because of the way antidumping duties are calculated, the result of 
increasing the prices and costs will be higher duties on products produced in non-sustainable 
countries.  

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/IF10385.pdf
https://illinoislawreview.org/print/vol-2019-no-1/retooling-trade-agreements-for-social-inclusion/
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United States. To help developing countries avoid the risks associated with this designation, the 
United States, along with its allies, could provide technical assistance. The law could also 
incorporate a waiver that the executive branch could grant developing countries.29  

Second, it would ensure that U.S. markets are not a vehicle for supporting unsustainable practices 
abroad. Higher prices on products from countries using non-sustainable practices would lead to 
more imports from countries that engage in sustainable practices, as well as more market share for 
sustainable American producers. Third, it would provide protection to U.S. producers from 
products produced with unfair labor or environmental practices. This protection ensures that U.S. 
companies and workers do not pay for our nation’s choice to have high labor and environmental 
standards. It would achieve these benefits by allowing U.S. petitioners to avoid cumbersome and 
often difficult product-by-product determinations regarding the sustainability of practices 
overseas.  

Fourth, if enshrined in WTO law, the proposal would also go a long way towards resolving the 
impasse at the WTO. The United States and the European Union have been unwilling to give up 
the expansive use of antidumping duties. Indeed, since June 2018 the EU has implemented a more 
modest version of this proposal.30  Legalizing their use against labor and environmental violations 
will therefore reduce tensions that have threatened the viability of WTO dispute settlement as a 
means of resolving broader disputes between nations.  

C. Public Interest Criterion for Trade Remedies 
 
Finally, U.S. law should the government to find that the imposition of additional duties is in the 
public interest before it can impose them on foreign products. Doing so would be an important 
check on the government’s ability to use duties to reward its allies, a concern that the Trump 
administration’s practices have raised.31  
 
Existing U.S. fair trade laws  require the government to impose duties based on criteria that protect 
against harm to U.S. companies. But they do not require, or indeed permit, a broader assessment 
of the impacts of the duties imposed. Specifically, to impose additional duties on a product, U.S. 
fair trade laws currently require only a showing of an 1) unfair trade practice (i.e., dumping or 
subsidization) that 2) causes an injury to a domestic industry. By raising the price of imports, duties 
allow companies to sell more products at higher prices to U.S. consumers, a category that includes 
both retail consumers and other U.S. businesses. In imposing this cost on consumers, however, the 
government does not ask whether the companies who benefit—who sell more of their products at 
higher prices—share the gains from this protection with other stakeholders, such as workers; invest 

                                                      
29 Developing countries, as used here, would not include countries like China or South Korea.  
30 European Commission. Europe’s Trade Defence Instruments Now Stronger and More 
Effective (June 7, 2018).   
31 Tankersly, Jim. “Steel Giants with Ties to Trump Officials Block Tariff Relief for Hundreds of 
Firms.” New York Times (Aug. 5, 2018); Chapman, Steve. “Trump tariffs are not about national 
security or dumping.” Chicago Tribune (Mar. 7, 2018).   

http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2018/june/tradoc_156921.pdf
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2018/june/tradoc_156921.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/05/us/politics/nucor-us-steel-tariff-exemptions.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/05/us/politics/nucor-us-steel-tariff-exemptions.html
https://www.chicagotribune.com/columns/steve-chapman/ct-perspec-chapman-tariffs-steel-trump-china-20180307-story.html
https://www.chicagotribune.com/columns/steve-chapman/ct-perspec-chapman-tariffs-steel-trump-china-20180307-story.html
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the additional revenue from government protection in making themselves more competitive;32 or, 
on the other hand, whether the duties produce offsetting harms within the United States, such as 
by increasing unemployment in other sectors of the economy or limiting opportunities for 
environmentally-friendly products. 
 
To give one illustration, U.S. steel manufacturers have benefitted from the imposition of 
antidumping and countervailing duties, as well as the 25 % “national security” tariff President 
Trump has imposed. Yet steel workers did not share in those gains and voted to strike last year in 
order to extract pay raises from firms benefitting from the Trump administration’s trade policies.33  
Under the public interest criterion, the fact that steel firms have not shared the benefits of trade 
remedies with labor interests would counsel against a finding that future duties on steel imports 
are in the public interest.  
 
Similarly, while the imposition of duties can help an injured domestic industry, it can also harm 
other U.S. industries. For instance, additional duties imposed on steel imports protect U.S. steel 
manufacturers, but harm U.S. industries that purchase steel, such as the construction, 
manufacturing or auto industries.34  A finding of substantial collateral damage would counsel 
against imposing new duties.  
 
To correct this problem, fair trade laws should require a finding that the imposition of duties in 
response to unfair trade practices is in the public interest before such duties are imposed.35 In 
evaluating whether duties are in the public interest, the Commerce Department should be required 
to consider: 1) the impact of the duties on downstream U.S. industries, 2) the effects on labor 
interests in both the protected industry and downstream industries, 3) the geographic impact of the 

                                                      
32 Another body of U.S. law that provides for protection, known as safeguards law, does allow 
the government to inquire into how a company proposes to use the protection the government 
gives it. 19 U.S.C. §§ 3351-58. 
33 Mosbergen, Dominique. “Trump Boasts About Steel Industry’s ‘New Life’ As More 
Steelworkers Vote to Strike.” Huffington Post (Sept. 19, 2018).  
34 Carey, Nick. “Trump tariffs force tough choices at U.S. auto suppliers.” Reuters (Jan. 17, 
2019).  
35 The European Union already has such a rule, requiring that measures such as antidumping 
duties be in the “community interest.”  

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/19/chapter-21/subchapter-III/part-A/subpart-1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/steelworkers-strike-arcelormittal_n_5ba1f222e4b046313fc09016?guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJTVIWNH8DGHAJ_ZZ3t9KhTz38H459hluPbYINvnv2YX7dje22-QKSjk2fjtWagg5nWVaND9VHzOY7kSrE971k6DR90jTvQYGeHVuDFiPB_2tCjs9ArUdpairBeDxtGERToO3RdDL_P0lDhG4VV5LMIV5ipfkCT6Cd54HA9J7kqj&guccounter=2
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/steelworkers-strike-arcelormittal_n_5ba1f222e4b046313fc09016?guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJTVIWNH8DGHAJ_ZZ3t9KhTz38H459hluPbYINvnv2YX7dje22-QKSjk2fjtWagg5nWVaND9VHzOY7kSrE971k6DR90jTvQYGeHVuDFiPB_2tCjs9ArUdpairBeDxtGERToO3RdDL_P0lDhG4VV5LMIV5ipfkCT6Cd54HA9J7kqj&guccounter=2
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-autos/trump-tariffs-force-tough-choices-at-u-s-auto-suppliers-idUSKCN1PB0CB
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2013/april/tradoc_151016.pdf
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duties,36 4) the environmental impacts of the duties,37 and 5) the effect on consumer prices. These 
factors should not be subject to quantitative cost-benefit analysis. Such an analysis will usually 
dictate that duties not be imposed. Rather, the purpose of the public interest criterion is to require 
the government to describe the costs and benefits of the proposed duties and to offer a reasoned 
explanation for how it considered and weighed those costs and benefits. The goal is to force the 
government to explain and justify its distributive choices. A failure to adequately assess the cost 
and benefits and offer a reasoned explanation for its choices would constitute grounds for a court 
to set aside the government’s duties. Likewise, the failure of the companies that benefit from 
protection to make good on sharing the gains from protection with additional stakeholders, such 
as labor groups, would be grounds for the government to reconsider the imposition of duties.  
 
A public interest criterion has several benefits. First, it more closely aligns the enforcement of U.S. 
trade laws with the protection of diverse constituencies and communities that depend on 
international trade for their economic livelihood. In other words, a public interest criterion cuts 
down on the amount of corporate welfare in U.S. trade law, instead ensuring that U.S. workers, 
industry, and the U.S. public at large benefit from the government’s efforts. Second, the public 
interest criterion ensures that expanding enforcement of U.S. fair trade laws does not cause 
significant harm to the U.S. economy. As noted above, duties imposed in response to unfair trade 
practices typically come with a cost for U.S. consumers. Increased enforcement of U.S. fair trade 
laws could greatly increase those costs. A public interest criterion guards against the risk that 
increasing such enforcement rewards protected industries while causing harm to downstream 
industries, workers, and American consumers. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Today, we view practices that undermine our commitment to labor and environmental standards 
and economic equality as unfair. As George Washington reminded the Nation over two centuries 
ago, when contemporary opinions change, so too should our trade policies. 

                                                      
36 Trade policy has by and large ignored geographic impacts of trade policy. Recent research has 
demonstrated, however, that trade policy has significant geographic impacts, often causing 
lasting harm in to individual American communities. Autor, David, David Dorn, and Gordon H. 
Hanson. “The China Shock: Learning from Labor Market Adjustment to Large Changes in 
Trade.” IZA Discussion Papers No. 9748 (2016). For this reason, U.S. trade policy consider 
geographic impacts much more directly than it currently does. For more on geographic impacts, 
see Hammond, Samuel. “Announcing the Struggling Regions Initiative.” Niskanen Center (April 
10, 2019). For how geographic impacts might be incorporated into trade policy, and for a longer 
reform agenda, Meyer, Timothy and Ganesh Sitaraman. “A Blueprint for a New American Trade 
Policy.” The Great Democracy Initiative (Dec. 2018). 
37 Trade enforcement disputes have tended to target environmentally-friendly products, giving 
trade enforcement an anti-environmental bias that a public interest criterion could help correct. 
See Meyer, Timothy. “Free Trade, Fair Trade, and Selective Enforcement.” Columbia Law 
Review, vol. 118, no. 2 (2018), pp. 491-566.  

https://www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/141507/1/dp9748.pdf
https://www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/141507/1/dp9748.pdf
https://www.niskanencenter.org/announcing-the-struggling-regions-initiative/
https://greatdemocracyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/New-American-Trade-Policy-Final.pdf
https://greatdemocracyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/New-American-Trade-Policy-Final.pdf
https://columbialawreview.org/content/free-trade-fair-trade-and-selective-enforcement/

